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Abstract—Previous crowdsourcing studies often adopted the
individual-oriented approach that outsources a task to an indi-
vidual worker or team formation-based approach that outsources
a task to an artificially formed team of workers. Nowadays, work-
ers are often naturally organized into groups through social
networks. To address such common issue of grouped work-
ers in real crowdsourcing systems, this article explores a novel
crowdsourcing paradigm in which the task allocation targets are
naturally existing worker groups but not individual workers or
artificially formed teams as before. Because a natural group
might not possess all required skills and needs to coordinate
with other groups in the social network contexts for perform-
ing a complex task, a concept of contextual crowdsourcing value
is presented to measure a group’s capacity to complete a task
by coordinating with its contextual groups, which determines
the priority that the group is assigned the task; then, the task
allocation algorithms, including the allocations of groups and
the workers actually participating in executing the task, are
designed. The experiments on a real-world dataset show that our
presented group-oriented approach can nearly always achieve
better synergy performance, consistency performance, conflict
performance, adaptability, and effectiveness on reducing costs,
as compared with previous benchmark individual-oriented and
team formation approaches.

Index Terms—Context-aware, crowdsourcing, group, social
networks, task allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY task allocation approaches in crowdsourcing often
care about how to satisfy the skill requirements of
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tasks, since skill requirement viewpoint is a generally used
method to frame tasks [6], [40]. Individual-oriented crowd-
sourcing approach has been widely used in previous studies,
in which the personal skills of individual workers are cared
about and each assigned worker can complete the task individ-
ually and independently [1]–[3], [41]. To facilitate cooperation
among workers to perform complex tasks, the team forma-
tion approach, in which the requester seeks a team of workers
to perform a complex task that requires various skills, has
recently been explored [4], [5]. However, each time a complex
task is published, a new team should be formed from scratch
to satisfy the skill requirements of the task; thus, such a mech-
anism will bring heavy task allocation costs in crowdsourcing
markets in which tasks are numerous and dynamic [23], [27].

In reality, people are often naturally organized into
groups through social connections [3], [6], [10], [20], [32].
The natural group is different from the artificially formed team
because the former does naturally exist in social networked
crowds, but the latter is formed artificially and transiently
for a special task. The phenomenon of grouped workers
is common in real crowdsourcing systems. For example, at
www.upwork.com, we find that the workers affiliated with
any groups (i.e., agency freelancers) can constitute 47% of the
total workers; at the Github website, there were 226 449 groups
registered from January 1, 2016 to June 30, 2016.

To address the above common issue, this article presents
a novel group-oriented crowdsourcing paradigm, in which the
task allocation targets are naturally existing worker groups
but not individual workers or artificial teams. With this
crowdsourcing paradigm, members in the assigned group will
cooperate to perform the complex task. Because naturally
organized groups do not need to be formed from scratch, they
can better fit the crowdsourcing markets with numerous tasks
than can teams tailored for specific tasks.

However, because groups are organized naturally, an allo-
cated group might occasionally not possess the complete skills
of the task. Moreover, workers are often connected through
social networks [7], [8]. Thus, the workers of one group can
coordinate with other workers of the contextual groups for
assistance [9], in which the context of a group primarily means
the counterpart groups interacting with this group through the
social network. For example, at GitHub, an assigned group
lacks HTML5 skill required by a task “design a responsive
website;” thus, the group needs to coordinate with another
contextual group possessing HTML5 skill.

To consider the coordination between the assigned
groups and their contextual groups, this article presents a
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context-aware approach for group-oriented task allocation in
crowdsourcing, in which a group candidate’s self-situation and
its contextual-situation in the social network are considered
when the requester wishes to assign a task to such group.
Generally, the main challenges in this context-aware approach
include: 1) how to measure the priority of a group being allo-
cated a task by considering its contextual groups and 2) how
an assigned group coordinates with other contextual groups in
performing the task.

To solve the main challenges stated above, at first we
present a metric of contextual crowdsourcing value of a group
to measure the group’s capacity to perform a task by coor-
dinating with its contextual groups; the higher a group’s
contextual crowdsourcing value is, the more preferentially that
the groups is assigned the task. Then, we present a method to
model the coordination among groups for performing the task.
Finally, we present the task allocation algorithms that include:
1) assigning the task to a principal group according to the
candidate groups’ contextual crowdsourcing values; 2) alloca-
tion of assistant groups if the principal group cannot complete
the task along by itself; and 3) selection of workers actually
participating in executing task from the principal and assistant
groups.

Finally, the experiments are conducted on real-world
datasets extracted from GitHub by comparing with
previous benchmark individual-oriented and team for-
mation approaches, which show that our presented approach
can nearly always achieve better synergy performance,
consistency performance, conflict performance, adaptability,
and effectiveness on reducing costs.

As far as we know, this article is the first work that inves-
tigates how to outsource a complex task to a natural worker
group. In summary, the main originalities and contributions of
this article are shown as follows.

1) A novel group-oriented crowdsourcing paradigm is
presented, in which the task allocation targets are natu-
rally existing worker groups but not individual workers
or artificial teams.

2) The context-aware task allocation problem in group-
oriented crowdsourcing is formally defined and proven
to be NP-hard.

3) A heuristic context-aware task allocation approach is
presented that is based on the concept of contextual
crowdsourcing value and can be realized within a limited
time complexity.

4) A modeling method for the natural worker groups in
crowdsourcing is presented, which include the one for
the groups with leaders and the one for the groups
without leaders.

5) Comprehensive experiments are conducted and show the
advantages of our presented group-oriented approach as
compared with previous benchmark approaches.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Individual-Oriented Crowdsourcing

Many previous studies adopted an individual-oriented
crowdsourcing approach; thus, each worker can complete the

allocated task individually and independently. Generally, there
are two types of tasks in crowdsourcing; one is micro-task,
and the other is complex task.

The micro-tasks are atomic computation operations and
can be completed in minutes by nonprofessional individ-
ual workers [11], [12]. In fact, many traditional crowdsourc-
ing systems, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, are often
designed for micro-task markets [26]. In the crowdsourcing
of micro-tasks, each task is redundantly allocated to more
than one individual worker to improve accuracy, and each
worker executes the task independently; finally, the requester
will select the correct result from the multiple answers from
the redundant allocated individual workers [11].

Complex tasks are involved in many computation opera-
tions and need multiple skills. To implement complex tasks
in those micro-task-suited crowdsourcing systems, a popu-
lar method is to decompose each complex task into a flow
of simple subtasks and then combine the partial results of
subtasks together to obtain the final answer [2]. Therefore,
an efficient task decomposition method is necessary for the
crowdsourcing of complex tasks [1]. A representative work
is that Tran-Thanh et al. [2] proposed the BudgetFix algo-
rithm to solve complex tasks that involve different types of
interdependent micro-tasks structured into complex workflows.

In summary, the allocation targets of tasks in many tra-
ditional crowdsourcing systems are oriented to individual
workers; then, each allocated worker executes the micro-task
(or the micro-task decomposed from a complex task) inde-
pendently. In comparison, the approach in this article directly
allocates the complex task to a group, and the workers in the
allocated group cooperate to complete the complex task.

B. Team Formation-Based Crowdsourcing

Team formation is a new method for crowdsourcing of com-
plex tasks, in which individuals with different skills form
a team to complete tasks together. In many existing stud-
ies, the team formation of workers is controlled by the
requester, in which interested candidate workers advertise their
skills and bid a price for their participation into the team.
Liu et al. [4] presented an efficient method that is implemented
through some profitable and truthful pricing mechanisms.
Kargar et al. [13] presented a team formation method to satisfy
the two objectives in social networks: finds a team of experts
that covers all the required skills of tasks and minimizes the
communication cost between workers in the team.

There are also self-organized team formation studies, in
which some workers in the crowd organize a team to bid for
the task. Lykourentzou et al. [5] presented a self-organized
team formation strategy where the workers can select the team-
mates by themselves. Rokicki et al. [14] explored a strategy
for team formation in which workers decide by themselves
on which team they want to participate. In this strategy,
each worker initially forms a one-man team and becomes its
administrator.

Note that Chamberlain [15] presented the concept of group-
sourcing in which the task is allocated to a group of people
of varying expertise connected through a social network.
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

However, the task allocation mechanism to groups and the
task coordination among groups were not systematically inves-
tigated in [15].

III. MOTIVATION, PROBLEM DESCRIPTION, AND

COMPLEXITY ANALYZES

A. Motivation

Previous studies in economics and management science
found that group is a general subsystem in any organiza-
tion, in which the members in a group work together to do
the tasks [39]. Moreover, one of the popular characteristics
of social networks is that allowing people to initialize differ-
ent kinds of groups [34], thus groups are often seen in social
networks.

After analyzing the data from some popular crowdsourcing
platforms, we find that the phenomenon of people forming
groups is common in real crowdsourcing systems. We col-
lected data from www.upwork.com, in which there are two
types of freelancers, independent freelancers and agency free-
lancers. An independent freelancer is an individual worker,
whereas an agency freelancer means a group that includes
several managers and developers. After randomly counting
9018 workers, we find that there are 4018 workers affiliated
with at least one group, i.e., 45% workers are organized into
groups. Moreover, we find that there were 226 449 groups reg-
istered at https://github.com from January 1, 2016 to
June 30, 2016. Although the groups may not be obvious at
some crowdsourcing platforms, the existence of grouping can
also be shown by analyzing the data of the platforms. For
example, at www.mturkforum.com, we can find obvious

community structures by constructing the social networks
among the active users; thus the workers within a community
can also be considered as a group.

These data denotes that groups are quite common at many
crowdsourcing websites. To address this common issue of
workers forming groups through social networks, a group-
oriented approach needs to be explored, which can utilize
the cooperation of workers within the groups to perform
the complex tasks. Table I summarizes the notations used in
this article.

B. Problem Description

Definition 1: Worker groups in a social network. Let there
be a worker social network SN = (W, E), where vertices W are
workers, and E is the set of social connections among workers.
The workers are organized into several groups, W = {Gi}, each
edge (wix, wjy) ∈ E represents a social connection between
worker wix (who is attributed to group Gi) and wjy (who is
attributed to group Gj); each edge is associated a weight Cix,jy

denoting the communication cost between workers wix and
wjy. Each worker wix ∈ W possesses a set of skills Six.

Because groups are organized naturally rather than tailored
for any tasks, some problems need to be addressed when we
allocate a task to a natural group. First, how can the appro-
priate group that can mostly match the skill requirements of
the task be found. Second, how can the appropriate group that
requires fewer payments be found, to save more budgets for
the requester and retain more funds to seek the assistance of
other groups. Third, how can the appropriate group with lower
communication costs be found, because previous benchmark
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studies have shown that the communication costs between allo-
cated workers will significantly influence the performance in
completing the outsourced task [13], [33].

Therefore, group-oriented crowdsourcing should find
a group to optimize the following three factors: 1) the degree
to which the skills of the workers in the group satisfy the nec-
essary skills required by the task; 2) the ratio of the wages
of the workers in the group to the task’s budget; and 3) the
communication costs among the workers in the group to exe-
cute the task. A group might not have the complete set of
skills to implement the allocated task, thus the group needs to
coordinate with other contextual groups in the social network
to obtain the lacking skills. Therefore, the contextual groups’
situations should be considered.

Let a crowd of workers be organized into n groups, G =
{Gi|1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Given a complex task t with a budget bt, the set
of skills required by t is St. Let the set of workers in Gi actu-
ally participating in executing the task be WGi(t), WGi(t) ⊆ Gi.
We use γix to denote the reservation wage of wix, where wix is
a worker in Gi; Cix,iy denotes the communication cost between
workers wix and wiy, and CGi,Gj denotes the communication
cost between groups Gi and Gj in the social network.1 Let α

and 1-α denote the relative importance between a group and
its contexts, and β1, β2, and β3 denote the relative importance
of the three factors. If we want to focus on one aspect of task
assignment for groups, we can set the importance of other
aspects to the minimum. The context-aware task allocation
objective in group-oriented crowdsourcing for t can be formal-
ized as selecting a group, G∗, which can satisfy (1) and (2),
as shown at the top of the next page.

With the above objective, when a task is outsourced to
a group, the group’s self-situation, the contextual groups’ situ-
ations, and the communication costs between them should all
be considered. Therefore, the priority of a group to be assigned
a task is determined not only by the group itself but also by its
contextual groups. If a group has higher values for the three
factors, it has higher priority to be assigned the task. However,
a group may also have higher priority to be assigned the task
even it has lower values for the three factors but its contextual
groups have higher values for the three factors.

In summary, the problems of group-oriented crowdsourcing
when contexts are aware can be described as follows.

1) The situations of the contextual groups can influence the
performance of a group in performing the task. Thus, the
crowdsourcing value of Gi is influenced by Gi’ contex-
tual groups in the social network as well as Gi itself.
Moreover, the communication costs between Gi and Gi’
contextual groups in the social network will also influ-
ence the performance. Therefore, how to measure the

1Workers can self-report their social connections to other workers [7], [8],
and workers can construct an underlying social network by following other
workers at some platforms, such as Github; therefore, the crowdsourcing
system knows the distance between two workers in a social network, i.e.,
the connection hops between them in the social network. The communica-
tion cost between two workers can be calculated as a monotone ascending
function of the communication distance between them; the communication
cost between two groups is the minimum communication cost of all workers
between the two groups.

crowdsourcing value of Gi by considering Gi’ contexts
is a problem to be investigated (modeling the groups).

2) In fact, a group often needs to coordinate with its
contextual groups in the social network to execute
complex tasks. Then, how can an efficient coordina-
tion mechanism between groups to ensure that the task
can be completed with higher efficiency be designed
(coordination among groups)?

3) The execution of a complex task needs the skills of more
than one group. Then, how can an efficient method to
select assistant groups in the contexts as well as an
efficient allocation mechanism to allocate the task to
a principal group be designed (allocation of groups)?

C. Complexity Analyzes

Theorem 1: The context-aware task allocation problem in
group-oriented crowdsourcing satisfying the objective in (1)
is NP-hard.

Proof Sketch: We consider a simple and special version
of this problem; if the simple version is NP-hard, then our
problem is also NP-hard. The simple version is that there is
only one group in the social network, whether we can find
a set of workers from the group that satisfies

max

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1/

Wages︷ ︸︸ ︷⎛
⎝ ∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix

Communication costs︷ ︸︸ ︷

·
∑

∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)

Cix,iy

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

We prove the decision version of the problem is NP-hard. The
decision problem asks whether a set of workers exists from
the group that satisfies

1/

⎛
⎝ ∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix ·
∑

∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)

Cix,iy

⎞
⎠ = q

where q is a constant number.
We prove the theorem by a reduction from the set cover

problem which is well known to be NP-hard [16]. An instance
of the set cover problem consists of a universe U of n elements,
a collection of subsets of U, S = {S1, . . . , Sm}, and a cost
function b: S → Q+, {b1, . . . , bm}. Given a constant t, the
decision problem asks whether we can find a sub collection
of S that covers all elements of U, and the total cost of them
is t.

We transform the instance of the set cover problem to an
instance of our problem as follows. Every worker corresponds
to a subset x, worker wix’s skill set is Six = Sx, his wage is
γix = bx, the communication cost between worker wix and
worker wiy is Cix,iy = bx + by, q = 1/((k− 1)t2), and k is the
number of the selected subsets.

We shall show that the total cost is t if and only if the group
satisfies 1/(

∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix ·∑∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)
Cix,iy) = q.

Suppose that the total cost is t and the number of subsets
selected is k. Thus, the number of selected workers is k, their
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G∗ = arg max
∀Gi∈G

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

α ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Skills︷ ︸︸ ︷
β1 ·

∣∣∣∣
(
∪∀wix∈Gi

Six

)
∩ St

∣∣∣∣/|St| /

Wages︷ ︸︸ ︷⎛
⎝β2 ·

∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix

Communication costs︷ ︸︸ ︷

·β3 ·
∑

∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)

Cix,iy

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Group

+ (1− α) ·
∑

∀Gj∈(G−{Gi})

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∣∣∣∣∣

(
∪∀wjy∈Gj

Sjy

)
∩
(

St − ∪∀wix∈Gi

Six

)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣St − ∪∀wix∈Gi

Six

∣∣∣∣
· 1

CGi,Gj

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Group′s contexts

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(1)

s.t.
∑

∀wix∈WGi(t)

γix ≤ bt (2)

communication cost (k − 1)t, and

1/

⎛
⎝ ∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix ·
∑

∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)

Cix,iy

⎞
⎠ = 1/

(
(k − 1)t2

)
.

Suppose the group we find satisfies
1/(
∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix · ∑∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)
Cix,iy) = q, and the

number of selected workers is k.
Then q = 1/((k − 1)(

∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix)
2), and the total cost

of selected subsets is t. The decision version of the simple
version of our problem is now proved NP-hard, so we can
obtain Theorem 1. �

To solve the NP-hard problem, we present a heuristic
approach that can be realized within a limited time complex-
ity. In the approach, we define a function of crowdsourcing
value that combines the factors in (1) to measure the priority
of a group being selected to participate in a task. Then, the
group with higher crowdsourcing value can be preferentially
selected to participate in performing the task.

IV. MODELING THE GROUPS IN CROWDSOURCING

In general, there are two typical types of groups, one is
the groups with leaders, and the other is the groups with-
out leaders [17]. The former indicates that the persons in one
group are all coordinated by the leader; thus, the commu-
nication costs are largely determined by the communication
between the leader and all common persons in the group. The
latter form indicates that the persons in the group can coor-
dinate with one another; thus, the communication costs are
largely determined by the communication among the persons
in the group.

The workers can cooperate to complete a complex task.
Generally, intragroup cooperation is much easier than inter-
group cooperation [19]. Therefore, without loss of generality,
this article makes the following assumptions: 1) a worker will
definitely accept a cooperation request within the same group

and 2) a group will accept a cooperation request outside the
group only if the group’s threshold can be satisfied, e.g., the
group’s desire for momentary award or other factors can be
satisfied.

A. Groups With Leaders

In a group with a leader, all workers will communicate
with the leader, and only the leader communicates with the
requester. Let there be a group of workers, Gi = {wix}, whose
leader is wil, wil ∈ Gi. When the leader wants to select
a worker to participate in the execution of the task, the fol-
lowing three aspects of the worker will be considered: 1) the
degree to which the worker’s skills satisfy the current lacking
skills required by the task; 2) the ratio of the worker’s wage to
the task’s budget; and 3) the communication cost between the
leader and the worker. The priority of a worker being selected
by the leader within the group to participate in the execution
of task is determined by the self-crowdsourcing value of the
worker within the group.

Definition 2: Self-crowdsourcing value of a worker within
the group with a leader. Given a budget bt for an outsourced
task t, the necessary skills to complete t is St; let St be the set of
skills for t that are currently lacking. The self-crowdsourcing
value of wix within group Gi (whose leader is wil) for executing
t is as follows:

v
Gi,l
x (t) = |Six

⋂
St|/|St|

(γix/bt) · Cix,il
(3)

where Six and γix denote the skills and reservation wage of
wix; Cix,il is the communication cost between wix and wil in
the social network.

We assume that a task, t, is now allocated to a group with
a leader, and the leader will select the workers within the group
that actually participate in executing the task according to
the worker’s self-crowdsourcing value defined in Definition 2,
shown as Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Selection of Workers Within a Group (With
a Leader) for Participating in Executing Task (t, Gi)

1 b = 0; St = St − Sil; WGi(t) = {wil}; Temp_Gi = Gi − {wil};
2 While (St �= φ) and (b == 0))
3 ∀wix ∈ Temp_Gi:
4 calculate the self-crowdsourcing value of wix for

satisfying current St according to Definition 2;

5 wi∗ = arg max∀wix∈Temp_Gi(v
Gi,l
x (t));

6 Temp_Gi = Temp_Gi − {wi∗};
7 If Si∗

⋂
St �= φ:

8 St = St − Si∗;
9 WGi(t) = WGi(t)

⋃{wi∗};
10 If Temp_Gi == φ: b = 1;

11 Output (WGi(t));
12 End.

Lemma 1: Let there be two workers in group Gi, wix, and
wiy. If vGi,l

x (t) > vGi,l
y (t), it is more probable that worker wix

rather than wiy will be selected by group leader wil to partic-
ipate in executing task t. Moreover, the union of wil and wix

will satisfy the task allocation objective in crowdsourcing for
t more significantly than the union of wil and wiy.

Proof Sketch: 1) Now vGi,l
x (t) > vGi,l

y (t), assuming that
wix is not selected by wil but wiy is selected by wil to exe-
cute task t, which denotes that the worker with the higher
self-crowdsourcing value is not selected but the one with the
lower self-crowdsourcing value is selected. In Algorithm 1,
the selection of the real participating worker is implemented
by selecting one with the maximum self-crowdsourcing value
in the crowd of candidates within the group. Therefore, such
an assumption cannot occur when Algorithm 1 is used.

2) The objective of task allocation in (1) includes three
parts: 1) skills; 2) wages; and 3) communication costs. Now,
we can find that the first and second factors in Definition
2 fully correspond to the first and second parts in (1). In
fact, the communications costs of executing t by Gi are deter-
mined by the following: the communication cost between
wil and the requester, and the one between wil and the
selected worker within Gi. Now, the former is fixed; thus,
the actual communication costs are influenced by the latter.
Accordingly, the third factor in Definition 2 factually decides
the third part in (1). Therefore, if vl

x(t) > vl
y(t), according

to Definition 2, the comprehensive value of the three factors
(|Six

⋂
St|/|St|, γix/bt, dix,il) of wix is higher than that of wiy.

Because the situation of wil is fixed, we can conclude that the
union of wil and wix will satisfy the task allocation objective
in crowdsourcing for t more significantly than the union of wil

and wiy. �

From Algorithm 1, the final set of workers within group
Gi that will actually execute t is WGi(t). Because each worker
in WGi(t) will communicate with the leader wil for executing
task t, the total communication costs between all workers in
WGi(t) and wil is

C
(
WGi(t)

) =
∑

∀wix∈WGi(t)

Cix,il. (4)

To satisfy the task allocation objective, when the requester
decides whether to allocate a task to group Gi, the requester
will consider the following three factors of Gi: 1) the sat-
isfaction degree of all workers’ skills in the group for the
skills required by the task; 2) the ratio of the wages of the
workers in WGi(t) to the task’s budget; and 3) the total com-
munication costs between the leader and all workers in WGi(t).
Therefore, the priority of a group being allocated the task can
be determined by the self-crowdsourcing value of the group.

Definition 3: Self-crowdsourcing value of a group with
a leader. Given a budget bt for a task t, the necessary skills to
complete t are St, and the self-crowdsourcing value of group
Gi for task t is as follows:

vGi(t) =
β1

(∣∣∣∣∣

(
⋃

∀wix∈WGi(t)

Six

)
⋂

St

∣∣∣∣∣/|St|
)

β2

(∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix/bt

)
+ β3

(∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

Cix,il

) .

(5)

The weights, β1, β2, and β3, are applied to reflect the relative
importance among the three factors. Definition 3 shows that
the self-crowdsourcing value can fully correspond to the task
allocation objective. Therefore, the group with a leader that is
allocated according to its vGi(t) can effectively approach the
task allocation objective.

B. Groups Without Leaders

In a group without leaders, workers can coordinate with
each other autonomously. In the social network, the locality
of each worker can be measured by the following.

Definition 4: Centrality of a worker within a group. Let
there be a group, Gi; the centrality of a worker, wix, in Gi,
is determined by the reciprocal of the ratio of the worker’s
total communication costs with others to the average total
communication costs of all workers with others in Gi:

cGi
x = 1/

∑
∀wiy∈Gi

Cix,iy(∑
∀wiy∈Gi

∑
∀wiz∈Gi

Ciy,iz

)
/|Gi|

(6)

where Cix,iy is the communication cost between workers wix

and wiy, and |Gi| is the number of workers in Gi.
The more central a worker is in the group, the fewer com-

munication costs are needed by such a worker to coordinate
with other workers within the group.

In the group without leaders, each worker has a priority of
being allocated the complex task, which can determined by
the self-crowdsourcing value of a worker in the group and is
influenced by the following three factors: 1) the satisfaction
degree of the worker’s skills for the skills required by the
task; 2) the ratio of the worker’s wage to the task’s budget;
and 3) the centrality of the worker in the group.

Definition 5: The self-crowdsourcing value of a worker in
a group without leaders. Given a budget bt for a task t, the nec-
essary skills to complete t are St, and the self-crowdsourcing
value of wix in group Gi for task t is as follows:

vGi
x (t) =

(|Six
⋂

St|/|St|
) · cGi

x

γix/bt
. (7)
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Fig. 1. Iterative selection of participating workers in a group without leaders.

Based on the previous work [9], we present a mechanism
for selecting participating workers to execute the outsourced
task. After a worker is allocated a complex task, he will then
seek another worker within the group to obtain the highest
probability that can help him complete the task efficiently.
Then, these two workers become the already allocated sub-
group. The workers in the already allocated subgroup will
then autonomously seek the next assistant worker to obtain the
highest probability that can help complete the task efficiently.
This iterative process will repeat until all skills required by the
task can be satisfied or all workers in the group are observed.
To measure the probability of a worker that can help other
workers completing the task, we have the following definition.

Definition 6: Assistant crowdsourcing value of a worker
perceived by other workers within the group. Let there be
a subgroup of workers in group Gi that is allocated for
task t, WGi(t), WGi(t) ⊂ Gi. Let there be a worker, wix,
wix ∈ Gi ∧ wix /∈ WGi. The crowdsourcing value of wix for
assisting WGi(t) to perform task t is as follows:

av
WGi (t)
x = |Six

⋂
St|/|St|

(γix/bt) · Cix,WGi

(8)

where Cix,WGi is the communication cost between wix and
WGi(t), and St is the set of skills for t that are currently lacking
by WGi(t), which can be calculated as the following:

Cix,WGi (t)
=
∑
∀wiy∈WGi (t)

Cix,iy

|WGi(t)|
, St = St −

⋃
∀wiy∈WGi (t)

Siy. (9)

Fig. 1 is an example illustrating this process. First, w12
is selected because it has the maximum self-crowdsourcing
value; then, w12 seeks another worker with the maximum assis-
tant crowdsourcing value for {w12}, which is w11; then, w11
and w12 will seek another worker with the maximum assistant
crowdsourcing value for {w12, w11}, which is w14. The process
can now be finished because the skill requirements of the task
can be fully satisfied by {w12, w11, w14}.

Finally, the process of selecting the workers actually par-
ticipating in the execution of a task allocated to the group is
shown as Algorithm 2.

Definition 7: Self-crowdsourcing value of the group without
leaders. Given a budget Bt for a task t, the necessary skills to
complete t are St, and the self-crowdsourcing value of group

Algorithm 2: Selection of Workers Within a Group
(Without Leaders) to Actually Participate in Executing
Task (t, Gi)

1 ∀wix ∈ Gi: calculate the self-crowdsourcing values of wix for
executing task t;

2 wi∗ = arg max∀wix∈Gi(v
Gi
x (t));

3 b = 0; St = St − Si∗; WGi(t) = {wi∗}; Temp_Gi = Gi −WGi(t);
4 While (St �= φ) and (b == 0))
5 ∀wix ∈ Temp_Gi:
6 calculate the assistant crowdsourcing value of wix for

assisting WGi(t) to satisfy the current St according to
Definition 6;

7 wi∗ = arg max∀wix∈Temp_Gi(av
WGi (t)
x );

8 Temp_Gi = Temp_Gi − {wi∗};
9 If Si∗

⋂
St �= φ:

10 St = St − Si∗;
11 WGi(t) = WGi(t)

⋃{wi∗};
12 If Temp_Gi == φ: b = 1;

13 Output WGi(t);
14 End.

Gi (Gi has no leaders) for task t is as follows:

vGi(t) =
β1

(∣∣∣∣∣

(
⋃

∀wix∈WGi (t)
Six

)
⋂

St

∣∣∣∣∣/|St|
)

β2

(∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix/bt

)
+β3

(
1
2

∑
∀wix,wiy∈WGi (t)

Cix,iy

) .

(10)

The three weights, β1, β2, and β3, are applied to reflect the
relative importance among the three factors.

Lemma 2: Let the set of workers participating in the task
using Algorithm 2 in group Gi be WGi(t) and the first selected
worker with the maximum self-crowdsourcing value be wi∗.
We use P(X) to denote the probability that the task alloca-
tion objective defined in (1) can be achieved. Another set of
workers W ′(t) in group Gi is then assumed with the same first
selected worker wi∗. We thus have the following:
⎛
⎝W ′(t) ⊆ Gi ∧ wi∗ ∈ W ′(t) ∧

⎛
⎝
⎛
⎝ ⋃
∀wix∈W ′(t)

Six

⎞
⎠⋂ St �= φ

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠

⇒ P
(
WGi(t)

) ≥ P
(
W ′(t)

)
.

Proof: The proof is similar to the second part of the proof
for Lemma 1, so we skip it for saving paper spaces.

According to Lemma 2, the group without leaders that is
allocated according to its vGi(t) can effectively approach the
task allocation objective.

C. Coordination and Contexts of Groups

1) Coordination Between Groups: Generally, a worker will
definitely accept a cooperation request within the same group
but will accept a cooperation request outside the group only
if certain preconditions can be satisfied. To incentivize non-
cooperative groups to help one another, we are inspired by
the coadjutant behaviors in society [21] and assume that the
groups in the social network are coadjutant. A group Gi
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will have certain obligations to provide assistance for another
group, Gj, if Gj has provided assistance to Gi in the past.
Therefore, Gj can accept the requests of Gi for assistance
even when Gi’s offered monetary reward is less than Gj’s
reservation wage because Gj also expects to obtain the possi-
ble assistance from Gi in the future. To advance cooperation
between groups, we present a term of credit between groups
as the following definition.

Definition 8: Credit between groups. Let there be two
groups, Gi and Gj, and nGj←Gi denotes the historical num-
ber of Gi’s providing real assistance for Gj’s executing tasks.
The credit of Gi paid by Gj is in proportion to nGj←Gi

cGi

(← Gj
) = f

(
nGj←Gi

)
(11)

where f is a monotonically increasing function. Clearly, when
cGi(←Gj) is higher, it is more compulsory that Gj should
provide assistance for Gi’s request even when Gi cannot pro-
vide sufficient monetary reward to Gj, because in the past,
Gi has frequently assisted Gj; thus, Gj is now obligatory to
compensate Gi.

When Gi requests assistance from Gj to execute the assigned
task, Gi will promise two factors to Gj.

1) The Possible Monetary Reward for Executing Task t:
Such a factor will be estimated according to the possible
contribution of Gj to satisfy the skill requirements of
task t. Let St be the set of necessary skills required by
task t, St be the set of skills for t that are currently
lacking, and Sjx be the set of skills owned by worker
wjx. Let the amount of budget of t that is distributed to
Gi be bt(Gi); then, the possible monetary reward paid
by Gi to Gj is as follows:

mGi→Gj(t) = λ ·
⎛
⎝bt(Gi)−

∑
∀wix∈WGi (t)

γix

⎞
⎠

×

∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

∀wjx∈Gj

Sjx
⋂

St

∣∣∣∣∣
|St| (12)

where 0 ≤ λ ≤1, which denotes the percentage of mon-
etary benefit that Gi is willing to distribute to other
assistant groups.

2) The Credit Paid by Gi to Gj for Executing Task t
cGi→Gj(t): If cGi→Gj(t) is high and Gj hopes to request
assistance from Gi in the future, Gj can accept the
current request from Gi even when Gj cannot receive
a satisfactory monetary reward for this request. If Gj

accepts the request from Gi, then: cGi(← Gj) = cGi(←
Gj) − cGi→Gj(t), cGj(← Gi) = cGj(← Gi) + cGi→Gj(t).
Therefore, in real systems, we can have: |cGi(← Gj)| =
|cGj(← Gi)|.

Then, after receiving the request from Gi on assisting to
execute task t, Gj will decide whether to accept the request
according to criteria shown in Section V-B.

2) Contextual Crowdsourcing Values of Groups: In the
social networked crowd, the communication costs will sig-
nificantly influence the performance for completing the out-
sourced task [13].

Definition 9: Communication cost between two groups. Let
there be two groups Gi and Gj such that the communica-
tion cost between them, CGi,Gj, is defined as follows: 1) if
Gi and Gj both have leaders wil and wjl, then CGi,Gj = Cil,jl;
2) if Gi has leader wil but Gj has no leaders, then CGi,Gj =
min∀wjy∈Gj Cil,jy; and 3) if Gi and Gj both have no leaders,
then CGi,Gj = min∀wix∈Gi∧∀wjy∈Gj Cix,jy.

The context of a group in the social network primarily
means other groups that coordinate with this group through
the social network. Clearly, every contextual group within the
social network will contribute differently to the contextual
crowdsourcing value of a group, given Gi, which is deter-
mined by the skills owned by the workers in the contextual
group, and the communication cost between the contextual
group and Gi.

Definition 10: Contextual crowdsourcing value of a group.
The contextual crowdsourcing value of group Gi for task t is
defined as follows:

CvGi(t) = α · vGi(t)+
(1− α)

|G| ·
∑

∀Gj∈(G−{Gi})⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

∣∣∣∣∣

(
⋃

∀wjy∈Gj

Sjy

)
⋂
(

St − ⋃
∀wix∈Gi

Six

)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣St − ⋃

∀wix∈Gi

Six

∣∣∣∣∣

×
∑
∀Gj∈(G−{Gi}) CGi,Gj

CGi,Gj · |G|

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(13)

where G is the set of all groups in the social network;
α is a parameter to measure the relative importance between
a group itself and the contextual groups, 0 < α < 1.

From Definition 10, we have the following hypothesis: the
group with closer interacting groups whose skills can further
make up the skill shortcomings of the group for the outsourced
task will be more effective for satisfying the task allocation
objective than will other groups.

V. CONTEXT-AWARE TASK ALLOCATION

When a complex task is outsourced, the requester (or the
crowdsourcing system) will first allocate a principal group
with the maximum contextual crowdsourcing value to take
charge of the task. If the principal group lacks any necessary
skills required by the task, other contextual groups should be
allocated to assist the principal group to execute the task.

A. Allocation of Principal Group

Now, the nonredundant allocation is very popular in real
crowdsourcing of complex tasks, e.g., we find that 79.3% of
tasks are allocated nonredundantly while we randomly count
6271 tasks at the Upwork website. Therefore, we assume in
this article that each complex task is allocated nonredundantly.

As stated above, we will try to select the group with
the maximum contextual crowdsourcing value (defined in
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Algorithm 3: Allocation of the Principal Group for Task
t. /* Let the Set of All Candidate Groups Be G */

1 b = 0; n = 1; Gtemp = G;
2 While (b == 0) and (n ≤ |G|) do:
3 G∗ = arg max∀Gi∈Gtemp(CvGi(t));
4 Gtemp = Gtemp − G∗;
5 If

∑
∀wix∈WGi(t)

γix ≤ bt: b = 1;

6 n++;

7 If b == 1: Output (G∗)
8 Else: Output (false);
9 End.

Definition 10). However, each task has a budget constraint;
therefore, the total reservation wages of the workers in the
group that actually participate in executing task (WGi(t))
should not exceed the budget. Our task allocation criterion
is thus now to assign the task to a group that has the high-
est contextual crowdsourcing value in the set of groups in
which each one’s real participating workers’ reservation wages
do not exceed the task’s budget, bt. The process is shown as
Algorithm 3.

The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(|G|), where |G|
denotes the number of the candidate groups.

B. Allocation of Assistant Groups

Here, we will present two approaches for the allocation
of assistant groups: 1) semisupervised approach and 2) fully
supervised approach.

First, we apply the semisupervised manner into the group-
oriented allocation, i.e., only the allocation of the principal
group is supervised by the requester (or the crowdsourcing
system), and the allocation of assistant groups is conducted by
the principal group autonomously. Moreover, we adopt another
approach, fully supervised manner, in which the principal
group and assistant groups are all allocated by the requester
(or the crowdsourcing system).

Each person has a threshold to decide his attitude to coop-
erate with others [22]. Therefore, here we also set each group,
Gi, to have a predefined threshold τGi; the group will accept
a request for assistance from another group only if the ongoing
task’s benefit exceeds the threshold.

Generally, when a group, Gj, decides whether to accept
a request from group Gi, it primarily considers the following
factors: 1) the possible monetary reward for executing task t,
mGi→Gj(t); 2) the credit paid by Gi to Gj for executing task kt,
cGi→Gj(t); 3) the cooperation history that Gi has assisted Gj,
cGi(← Gj); and 4) the cooperation history that Gj has assisted
Gi, cGj(← Gi). Let the threshold of Gj be τGj. Gj will accept
the request from Gi if the following condition can be satisfied:

η1 · mGi→Gj(t)+ η2 · cGi→Gj(t)

+ η3 · cGi

(← Gj
)− η4 · cGj(← Gi) ≥ τGj (14)

where η1, η2, η3, and η4 are four parameters to determine the
relative importance of the four factors.

1) Semisupervised Approach: The semisupervised
approach is often used in the situation in which the

Algorithm 4: Semisupervised Approach for Allocation of
Assistant Groups (t, Gi). /* Let Gi Be the Principal Group
and the Set of All Candidate Groups Be G */

1 St = St − ⋃
∀wix∈Gi

Six;

2 Gass(t) = {}; G = G− {Gi};
3 Gi enquires the information of other groups from the

crowdsourcing system;
4 While ((G �= φ) and (St �= φ)):
5 G∗ = arg min∀Gj∈G(dGi,Gj);
6 G = G− {G∗};
7 If

⋃
∀w∗x∈G∗

S∗x
⋂

St �= φ:

8 If η1 · mGi→G∗(t)+ η2 · cGi→G∗(t)+ η3 · cGi(← G∗)
−η4 · cG∗(← Gi) ≥ τG∗:

9 St = St − ⋃
∀w∗x∈G∗

S∗x;

10 Gass(t) = Gass(t)
⋃{G∗};

11 Output (Gass(t));
12 End.

principal group has a leader who can search for other groups
autonomously. Certainly, in this approach, the principal
group also needs to consult the crowdsourcing system on
the information of other groups, such as their skills, their
thresholds, their distances, and their credits.

In real society, each person may cooperate with others ini-
tially who are neighbors. He then will cooperate with other
people from the near to the distant within the social network,
which can reduce communication costs and make it more pos-
sible to cooperate with acquaintances [9]. Therefore, we now
also make the principal group search for other groups from the
near to the distant within the social network until all required
skills are satisfied or all groups within the social network are
observed. The process is shown in Algorithm 4. The time
complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(|G|).

Theorem 2: If all groups for performing task t can be
obtained by using Algorithm 4, the total communication costs
between the principal group and assistant groups can be
minimized.

Proof Sketch: Let Gi be the principal group; then, the set
of lacking skills of Gi to implement t is St. If Algorithm 4 is
used, the set of assistant groups is Gass(t), and the total com-
munication costs between Gi and the groups in Gass(t) is C∗.
However, if there is another set of groups, G′, G′ �= Gass(t),
that can provide all of the skills in St, and the total communi-
cation costs between Gi and G′ are C′; if C′ < C∗, it denotes
that there are any further groups that provide the required skills
in St, but the nearer groups with required skills do not provide
the required skills in St. Clearly, such a situation cannot occur
in Algorithm 4. Therefore, we have Theorem 2. �

2) Fully Supervised Approach: In the semisupervised
approach, the principal group can only observe other groups
according to their distances, which might not achieve the
optimal result of crowdsourcing values; moreover, the search
process might be too complex for the principal group.
Therefore, we now provide a fully supervised approach, in
which the assistant groups are all allocated by the requester
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Algorithm 5: Fully Supervised Approach for Allocation
of Assistant Groups (t, Gi). /* Let Gi Be the Principal
Group and the Set of All Candidate Groups Be G */

1 St = St − ⋃
∀wix∈Gi

Six;

2 Gass(t) = {}; G = G− {Gi};
3 While ((G �= {}) and (St �= {}))
4 G∗ = arg max∀Gj∈G(vGj(Gi − t));
5 G = G− {G∗};
6 If

⋃
∀w∗x∈G∗

S∗x
⋂

St �= {}:
7 If η1 · mGi→G∗ (t)+ η2 · cGi→G∗(t)+ η3 · cGi(← G∗)

−η4 · cG∗ (← Gi) ≥ τG∗ :
8 {St = St − ⋃

∀w∗x∈G∗
S∗x;Gass(t) = Gass(t)

⋃{G∗}; }

9 Output (Gass(t));
10 End.

(or the crowdsourcing system). When the requester (or the
crowdsourcing system) wants to assign a group to act as an
assistant group, he will measure the assistance value of such
group according to the following definition.

Definition 11: Assistance value of a group for another group.
Let Gi be the principal group for task t. If St is the set of skills
for t that are currently lacking, the assistance value of Gj for
Gi on executing t is defined as follows:

vGj(Gi−t) =
β1 ·

(
| ⋃
∀wjx∈Gj

Sjx
⋂

St|/|St|
)
+β2 · cGi

(← Gj
)

β3 · CGi,Gj+β4 · τGj

(15)

where β1, β2, β3, and β4 are four parameters to decide the
relative importance of the four factors.

Finally, the fully supervised approach for allocation of
assistant groups is shown as Algorithm 5.

Theorem 3: Let Gi be the principal group and the set of
assistant groups for task t using Algorithm 5 be Gass(t). It is,
then, assumed that there is another set of groups in the crowd,
G′, and the threshold of each group in G′ can be satisfied if
the group assists Gi for t. Thus, we have

⎛
⎝
∀G′ ∧ G′ ⊆ G∧(∀Gj ∈ G′ ⇒ (

η1 · mGi→Gj(t)+ η2 · cGi→Gj(t)
+ η3 · cGi(← Gj)− η4 · cGj(← Gi) ≥ τGj

))

⎞
⎠

⇒
(∑

∀Gj∈Gass(t) vGj(Gi − t)

|Gass(t)| ≥
∑
∀Gj∈G′ vGj(Gi − t)

|G′|

)
.

Proof Sketch: We can use reductio ad absurdum to prove
Theorem 3. Assuming there is a set of groups G′, G′ �=
Gass(t)∧G′ ⊆ G, that are allocated for assisting Gi to execute
the outsourced task t, and

∀Gj ∈ G′ ⇒ (
η1 · mGi→Gj(t)+ η2 · cGi→Gj(t)

+ η3 · cGi(← Gj)− η4 · cGj(← Gi) ≥ τGj
)
.

If the following assumption is true: (
∑
∀Gj∈Gass(t) vGj(Gi −

t))/|Gass(t)| <
∑
∀Gj∈G′ vGj(Gi − t)/|G′| then there exists at

least one group with higher assistance value perceived by
Gi for t and whose threshold is satisfied by Gi but that
cannot be selected by Algorithm 5, and another group with
lower assistance value perceived by Gi for t will be allo-
cated. However, in each round for selecting the assistant group,
the group with the highest assistance value for Gi for t and
whose threshold is satisfied by Gi will definitely be the first
to be assigned. Thus, the above assumption cannot occur in
reality when Algorithm 5 is used. Therefore, we can have
Theorem 3. �

Theorems 2 and 3 show that the advantage of the semisu-
pervised approach is that the communication costs between
the principal group and the assistant groups can be opti-
mized, which can significantly improve the performance
for completing the task in social networks. In compari-
son, the advantage of the fully supervised approach is that
the maximum crowdsourcing values of the assigned groups
can be achieved theoretically because all assistant groups
are selected by the requester (or the crowdsourcing system)
globally.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND ANALYSES

A. Experiment Setting

The experiments are conducted on a real-world dataset
extracted from GitHub, https://github.com/, from which
data on 3733 groups and 4661 workers (a worker can be affil-
iated with more than one group) are collected. The dataset
including workers (registered users at GitHub) and their skills
(users set up tags at GitHub to show their capabilities, e.g.,
Pathon, Java, etc.), groups and their members (GitHub pro-
vides team management functions so that users can work
together), and social network of workers containing following
context (the people the worker follows) and follower context
(the people who follow the worker). The tasks involved in this
article are complex tasks that cannot be completed by a single
person and require multiple workers to work together to meet
the multiple skill needs of the tasks, which are collected from
hybrid categories of tasks at Github, such as Web developing,
rescue mission, and ground mapping.

We extract the top 40 skills that are most frequently pos-
sessed by workers; then, we select the workers who can
provide at least one of these top 40 skills and select the groups
that each contains at least two of these workers; finally, we
obtain 602 groups and 1494 workers. The social network on
these workers is constructed according to their following rela-
tionship, in which the vertices denote the workers and the edge
between two vertices denotes that there is following or fol-
lowed relationship between the two corresponding workers. In
fact, the “following” or “being followed by” relationships are
not cooperation relationships, which are only used to denote
that two workers are connected in the social network.

Our two group-oriented task allocation approaches, semisu-
pervised approach (Group_semi supervised) and fully super-
vised approach (Group_fully supervised), are compared with
the following benchmark approaches.

1) Team formation algorithm based on Minimal Cost
Contribution (Team formation) [13]. Several initial teams
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are formed; then, the new members are selected to add
to the initial teams by considering their communication
costs with all of the current members of the team in
addition to their personal costs. Finally, a best team is
selected. The details are described in [13].

2) Individual-oriented algorithm (Individual) [24]. The
algorithm initially assigns the task to a principal worker
who has the best contextual factor based on the skills the
worker has, the communication cost with other workers,
and the reservation wage of the worker. The principal
worker then searches for other assistant workers based
on the skills the worker has and the reservation wage of
the worker from near to far within the social network
until all of the skills required by the task are satisfied.

3) Group-oriented algorithm based on skill local search
(Group_skill local search). The algorithm initially
assigns the task to a principal group that can best meet
the skill requirement of the task. Then, the principal
group will search from near to far within the social
network for cooperation until all of the skills required
by the task are satisfied.

We implement these algorithms by Java and test them on
a PC with an Intel Dual Core 3.40 GHz CPU. All of the
results are recorded by averaging over 100 instances. We run
the experiment in five situations: the occupancy rate of groups
with leaders is 0% (that is, all of the groups are without lead-
ers), 30%, 50%, 80%, and 100% (that is, all of the groups have
leaders). There are two series of parameters to determine the
relative importance between different factors in the definitions
of crowdsourcing values: we use α and 1−α to denote the rela-
tive importance between a group and its contexts, respectively;
moreover, we use β1, β2, and β3 to denote the relative impor-
tance among the three factors for determining crowdsourcing
value. In the experiments in Sections VI-B and VI-C and 6.4
in the Appendix, these parameters are: α = 0.75; β1 = 1,
β2 = 0.5, and β3 = 0.5.

B. Experiments on the Performance

We test the following six types of performances in experi-
ments: 1) synergy performance among the assigned workers;
2) consistency performance of the assigned workers; 3) con-
flict performance of the assigned workers; 4) adaptability
for varying tasks; 5) average pairwise communication costs
among the assigned workers; and 6) reservation wages of the
assigned workers. Metrics 1, 2, and 3 can test the task qual-
ity performance of our approach; metric 4 can test the effects
of our approach on addressing the limitation of team forma-
tion; and metrics 5 and 6 can measure the performance of our
approach on reducing costs.

The reasons that we use the above metrics to test the
performance are shown as follows.

1) It is generally accepted that the synergy performance
of a group can significantly determine the cooperation
performance of such group to complete tasks [25], [37].

2) The consistency performance of a group can reflect the
cooperation structure of the group that can significantly
influence the cooperation performance and reliability of
such group to complete tasks [30], [38].

3) Conflict performance can also influence the group’s
performance to complete tasks in previous studies,
which often use the harmonic mean of average path
length (HMAPL) of the group in social networks to
indicate the group’s potential of conflict [28], [29].

4) The adaptability for varying tasks can test the effect
of our approach on addressing the limitation of team
formation that can be only used for special tasks.

5) The communication costs and reservation wages are two
main costs in completing the complex tasks.

1) Synergy Performance Among Assigned Workers: In this
section, we test the synergy performance between the work-
ers selected by the group-oriented task allocation and that of
selected by other benchmark approaches.

We use the weighted synergy graph to model the task-based
relationship among workers, in which the vertices represent
workers and the edges represent the task-based relationship
between workers [37]. If two workers are originally in a group
or are assigned to cooperate for the first time to complete
a task, the corresponding two vertices are connected by an
edge with an initial weight of 100; then, the weight will be
reduced by one for each cooperation. The distance between
two vertices is the weight between them. The shorter the dis-
tance is, the more cooperative they are. Suppose that there
are two workers x and y, let d(x, y) be the shortest distance
between these two workers in the graph. Let s(x, y) denote the
pairwise synergy value of x and y

s(x, y) = 5− ln(d(x, y)). (16)

Let S(A) denote the synergy value of a set of workers A, which
is the average of the pairwise synergy values of all worker
pairs in A

S(A) = 1(
A
2

) ∑
{x,y}∈A

s(x, y). (17)

The larger the synergy value of a set is, the more harmonious
the cooperation among workers in the set is [37].

We now compare our two group-oriented approaches
with the other three benchmark approaches on the synergy
performance of the assigned workers. The results on the aver-
age synergy values of 100 tasks in five situations (with varying
occupancy rates of groups with leaders) are shown in Fig. 2(a).
The results show that the three group-oriented approaches
can achieve higher synergy values than can the other two
approaches; thus, the group-oriented crowdsourcing paradigm
can achieve better cooperation performance among workers. In
addition, the workers selected by the Group_skill local search
approach achieve the highest synergy value; the potential rea-
son is that the approach only considers the skills of the workers
but ignores the wages of the workers and the communication
costs between them; therefore, the workers selected by the
approach are within fewer groups and then can achieve higher
synergy value.

2) Consistency Performance of the Assigned Workers: It
is well known that decision-making is crucial in teamwork,
thus whether members can reach agreements is an impor-
tant aspect of judging the quality of the group [18]. In social
networks, closer relationship helps groups achieve consensus
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(a) (b)

(f)

(c)

(e)(d)

Fig. 2. Experiments on the performance. (a) Synergy performance. (b) Consistency performance. (c) Conflict performance. (d) Adaptability for varying tasks.
(e) Effectiveness-total reservation wages. (f) Effectiveness-average pairwise communication cost.

more easily [38]. Clustering Coefficient is often used to mea-
sure the degree of the nodes tend to cluster in graph theory;
generally, the higher the Clustering Coefficient is, the closer
the nodes are in the graph [28]. Therefore, we use the average
Clustering Coefficient C(A) to measure the consistency of the
selected workers set A [38].

In graph G(V, E), vi ∈ V indicates a worker in set A. Let
Ni be the set of neighbors of node vi in the social network
contexts, and ej,k ∈ E indicates that there is a direct connection
between nodes vj and vk. Thus, the consistency value of vi can
be defined as

Ci = 2 · |{ej,k : vj, vk ∈ Ni, ej,k ∈ E
}|

|Ni| · (|Ni| − 1)
. (18)

The average consistency value of set A is defined as

C(A)= 1

|V|
|V|∑
i=1

Ci. (19)

Intuitively, higher average Clustering Coefficient means that
the group is closer and members can reach agreements more
easily [30].

The results on the average consistency value of 100 tasks
in the five situations are shown in Fig. 2(b). The results
show that when the occupancy rate of groups with lead-
ers is 0%, our two group-oriented approaches have relatively
poor performance than the Team formation approach and
Group_skill local search approach; while the rate increases to
30% and more, our two approaches achieve higher consistency
value than other approaches. The reason is that the group with
a leader will select workers having social relationship with
the leader more probably; therefore, the group members will
be closer.

3) Conflict Performance of the Assigned Workers: The
social relationship of the group members is one of the causes
of conflict. The distance between two workers in a social

network can reflect their familiarity, and two unfamiliar work-
ers may result in conflicts in teamwork [29]. The HMAPL of
the group in social networks could indicate the group’s
potential of conflict [28], [29].

In graph G(V, E), vi ∈ V indicates a worker in set A. Let
d(x, y) be the shortest distance between workers x and y in
the graph. The HMAPL of A is defined as

APL(A) = |V| · (|V| − 1)∑
x �=y

1
d(x,y)

. (20)

Intuitively, smaller HMAPL of a group means that the mem-
bers are more familiar and the group does not have conflicts
easily.

The results show that our two group-oriented approaches
have relatively better performance than Team formation
approach and Group_skill local search approach, but not to
Individual approach. The potential reason is that the principal
worker searches for other assistant workers from the near to
the distant within the social network in Individual approach;
thus, the assigned workers are more familiar. In particularly,
when the occupancy rate of groups with leaders increases to
30% and more, the gap between our two approaches and the
Individual approach gradually narrows, as the group leader
could select workers who have social relationship with the
leader more probably.

4) Adaptability of the Assigned Workers: In this section, we
test the adaptability of the workers selected by our approaches
for varying tasks.

We select 100 tasks randomly and then use the five
approaches to select five sets of workers for the first task.
Then, we use the remaining tasks to examine the adaptability
of the five sets. First, for each of the remaining tasks, we apply
the individual-oriented method to the five worker sets to select
five subsets of workers, respectively. We then count the aver-
age skill coverage rate of the skills of the five selected worker
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Dynamics experiments on the synergy of assigned workers. (a) Occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 0%. (b) Occupancy rate of groups with
leaders is 50%. (c) Occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 100%.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Dynamics experiments on the consistency of assigned workers. (a) Occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 0%. (b) Occupancy rate of groups with
leaders is 50%. (c) Occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 100%.

subsets. The higher the average skill coverage of the selected
workers is, the better the approach can adapt to varying tasks.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2(d). The
results show that the workers selected by the group-oriented
approaches can obtain a higher skill coverage rate than can the
workers selected by the other two approaches; thus, groups can
be assigned varying tasks, and the group-oriented approaches
are more adaptive than the Team formation approach and
Individual approach in crowdsourcing markets.

5) Effectiveness on Reducing Costs: To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our approaches on reducing costs, we test the
following performance metrics: the total reservation wages of
all selected workers, and the average pairwise communication
costs among all selected workers.

Fig. 2(e) shows the average of the selected workers’ total
wages for 100 tasks. The results denote that both the aver-
age values of the total wages of the workers selected by the
Group_semi supervised approach and Group_fully supervised
approach are higher than that of the workers selected by Team
formation approach, but lower than that of the workers selected
by Individual approach and Group_skill local search approach.
When the occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 0%, the
average of total reservation wages of the workers selected by
our two approaches is relatively lower than other situations in
which the rate increases to 30% and more.

The results on the average pairwise communication cost of
the assigned workers for 100 tasks are shown in Fig. 2(f).
The results show that the performance of the Group_semi
supervised approach and Group_fully supervised approach are
superior to that of Team formation approach and are inferior
to Individual approach. Moreover, when the occupancy rate of
groups with leaders is 0%, our two group-oriented approaches
have relatively worse performance than Group_skill local
search approach; while in other four situations in which the
occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 30% and more, our
two group-oriented approaches have an obvious advantage

over Group_skill local search approach and narrow the gap
with the Individual approach. The potential reason is that
groups with leaders will select workers who have social rela-
tionship with leaders more probably; therefore, the average
pairwise communication cost becomes lower.

C. Experiments on the Dynamics

1) Dynamics of the Synergy Performance: From the defi-
nition on synergy performance in Section VI-B1, the synergy
values are dynamically changed with the cooperation num-
ber between workers. Now, we set the number of tasks as
the timestamp, which is set from 1 to 100; then, we test the
dynamics of synergy performance of our two approaches. The
results on three types of situations with different occupancy
rates of groups with leaders are shown in Fig. 3(a)–(c).

We can see that the synergy value of the workers selected
by the Group_semi supervised approach shows a slight advan-
tage compared to the Group_fully supervised approach. The
potential reason is that when using the Group_semi super-
vised approach, the principal group searches other groups
for help from the near to the distant within the social
network; therefore, it is more possible that adjacent groups
had cooperation in the past and that the workers selected by
Group_semi supervised approach can achieve a higher synergy
value.

2) Dynamics of the Consistency Performance: According
to Section VI-B2, the consistency performance is related to
the social relationship between workers. If two workers in the
same group do not have social relationships originally, they
will be connected after completing task. Now, we set the num-
ber of tasks as the timestamp, which is set from 1 to 100; then,
we test the dynamics of the consistency values of the assigned
worker groups of our two approaches, shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c).
We can see that the dynamics of the consistency values of the
workers selected by our approaches are very close.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Dynamics experiments on the conflict of assigned workers. (a) Occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 0%. (b) Occupancy rate of groups with
leaders is 50%. (c) Occupancy rate of groups with leaders is 100%.

3) Dynamics of the Conflict Performance: Now, we test the
dynamics of the APL values of the selected workers, shown in
Fig. 5(a)–(c). We can see that the HMAPL of group of workers
selected by the Group_semi supervised approach is signif-
icantly smaller than the Group_fully supervised approach,
which indicates that the workers selected by the Group_semi
supervised approach are less likely to have conflict. The poten-
tial reason is that when using group_semi supervised approach,
the principal group searches other groups for help from the
near to the distant within the social network, thus the selected
workers are more familiar.

Moreover, we compare the Group_semi supervised
approach with the Group_fully supervised approach on other
three performance metrics: 1) adaptability performance; 2) the
selected workers’ total wages; and 3) the selected workers’
pairwise communication costs; we make experiments on the
uncertainty of our two approaches resulted from the following
parameters: 1) relative importance factor between a group
and its contextual groups; 2) number of skills of task; and
3) number of tasks. The experimental results are shown in
the Appendix.

VII. CONCLUSION

To address the common issue that workers are often nat-
urally organized into groups through social networks in real
crowdsourcing systems, this article presents a novel group-
oriented crowdsourcing paradigm which is different from
previous generally used individual-oriented and team forma-
tion approaches. With the new approach, the tasks are allocated
to the worker groups. This article initially proves the problem
is NP-hard; then, this article presents a heuristic approach that
can be realized within a limited time complexity. In the heuris-
tic approach, a function of crowdsourcing value is defined
to measure the priority of a group being selected to par-
ticipate in a task. This article theoretically proves that the
heuristic approach can ensure that the optimization objective
is approached.

Finally, this article conducts extensive experiments on
a real-world crowdsourcing dataset. The experimental results
show that our presented group-oriented approaches can
nearly always achieve better synergy performance, consistency
performance, conflict performance, adaptability, and effective-
ness on reducing costs, as compared with previous benchmark
individual-oriented and team formation approaches.

Regarding the future work, we will address the following
issues.

1) This article assumes that the groups are fixed dur-
ing task allocation and execution. In reality, the social
networks and groups may sometimes be dynamic [35],
in which workers may depart or join the groups dynam-
ically. Therefore, the adaptive mechanism and self-
organization mechanism [31] will be introduced for
addressing dynamic groups in the future.

2) This article assumes that the groups are reliable dur-
ing task allocation and execution. However, due to the
uncertainty and openness of social networks [36], the
groups may sometimes behave unreliably and the cred-
its of groups may be not trusted. Thus the trust and
reputation mechanisms [35], [36] will be introduced for
addressing unreliable groups in the future.

3) This article only models two typical groups, the ones
with leaders and the ones without leaders. In fact,
there are varying complex and dynamic groups [39].
Therefore, in the future we will introduce more group
models into the modeling of worker groups and group
crowdsourcing behaviors.
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